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UMA telecon 2012-10-11

Date and Time

- **Focus** meeting on Thursday, 11 October 2012, at 9am PT (time chart) – interop
  - Skype: +9905100000481

Agenda

- Quick webinar status update
- Review interop open AIs
- Review existing feature tests
- Work on Section 3 feature tests
- Plan future interop activities
- AOB

Minutes

Interop and implementation efforts

Eve has shared the draft feature tests with Pam so that Pam – with her OSIS expertise – can put them up. Eve will continue to work on the Section 3 feature tests. Sal expressed interest in possibly working on a test harness.

Just today, the SMART team finished moving the intended open-source code to www.smartam.org. They will deploy a version of this at NCL. There's interest in integrating this code base with systems used in the "HEAR" services. CloudIdentity Ltd will be productizing a branch of the code, with more functionality and value-add services. Tomorrow the UK Federation integration will go live with the "CareerMonster" sample app. We are guessing both code branches are approximately conforming to rev 05, barring some syntactic bits around scope strings and such. It was conforming as of rev 04.

Mike Schwartz has supplied information on the OxAuth UMA implementation work and use case. The implementation is coming along nicely.

Webinar update

We have published the press release! Thanks to Joni and Heather for their assistance, and Maciej, Dave Coxe, Doc Searls for contributing quotes. Don't forget to use the #UMAedu hashtag for publicizing the webinar. Monday is the deadline for giving Eve slide content. The SMART team and Domenico will do blog posts that advertise the WebEx information directly. Eve will also tweet this information directly as best she can.

Technical efforts

We've been liaising with the AXN folks, and next week's UMA meeting might be a great opportunity for spending time on this, if some of the AXN principals can join. Eve will send an invitation.

Educational efforts

Domenico has put together some excellent material on the online personal loan use case, which we believe illustrates why it's so powerful to join UMA and AXN goals. Eve will distribute this material, and will work on publishing a case study from it using our template.

Riccardo has published Italian-language and Spanish-language versions of UMA Wikipedia pages. Thanks to Riccardo! These are now linked from the FAQ.

Attendees

- Eve
- Domenico
- Lukasz
- Maciej

Next Meetings

- **Focus** meeting on Thursday, 18 October 2012, at 9am PT (time chart) – technical
- **All-hands** meeting on Thursday, 25 October 2012, at 9am PT (time chart) - IIW XY week